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Price List

KURTA (With Salwar)

KURTA (With Pants)

KURTA (With Churidar)

KURTA (With Semi Pat ia la)

KURTA (With Ful l  Pat ia la)

KURTA (With Palazzo Straight)

KURTA (With Palazzo F lared)

KURTA (With Umbrel la  Skirt )

450

550

550

550

700

550

650

750

+150/300

+150/300

+150/300

+150/300

+150/350

+150/300

+150/300

+150/350

 

SIMPLE LINING

  

KURTA SETS

WWW.STUDIOSURMAYI.COM

*Lining (astar) Fabric/Trims/Latkans Not Included



Price List
BLOUSES

WWW.STUDIOSURMAYI.COM

BLOUSE (Without  L ining)*

DESIGNER BLOUSE (Without  L ining)

BLOUSE (L ining)*#

DESIGNER BLOUSE#

PADDED BLOUSE*#

DESIGNER PADDED BLOUSE#

BRIDAL BLOUSE#

PADDED BRIDAL BLOUSE#

CORSET#

300

450

500

750

     1000      

1500

    1000

2000

+3000

Starting

Starting

*Fabric/Trims/Latkans Not Included
# For Blouses  with Lining we provide in Studio.



Price List

KURTA

DESIGNER KURTA

ANARKALI

SHRUG (T i l l  th igh)

SHRUG (Maxi )

KOTI

KAFTAN

BLAZER

TOP (S imple)

TOP (Designer)

PADDED KURTA

PADDED KURTA (Designer)

FORMAL JACKET 

350

500

1000

450

550

400

400

3000

 

+150

+150

+350/+550

+150

+200

+150

+150

-- - - -

+150

+150

 

 

 

SIMPLE LINING

  

KURTA & TOPS

Starting

Starting

Starting

Starting

Starting

Starting

Starting

WWW.STUDIOSURMAYI.COM

750

1000

1500

 

 

 

300

500

 

 

*Lining (astar) Fabric/Trims/Latkans Not Included



Price List

DRESS Simple)

NIGHTIE

DRESS (Designer)

MAXI  DRESS

SHIRT

JUMPSUIT

ROMPER

FROCK

SKIRT

SKIRT (Umbrel la)

SKIRT (T iered)

SKIRT (6  Panels)

PETTICOAT

350

350

550

800

550

750

550

500

500

650

1000

1000

+100

 

+150-

+150

+250

+300

+150

+200

450

+200

+200

on sty le

300

SIMPLE LINING

 

SKIRTS & DRESSES

Starting

Starting

Starting

Starting

Starting

Per Panel  Pair  -  100

Per T ier            -  50

Starting

Starting

Starting

WWW.STUDIOSURMAYI.COM

Starting

Starting

Starting



Price List

SALWAR

PANTS

SEMI PATIALA

FULL PATIALA

STRAIGHT PALAZZO

FLARED PALAZZO

SHRARA/GARARA

TIERED SHARARA (3  t ier )

PANELLED PALAZZO (6)

TULIP PANTS

DHOTI  PANTS 

200

300

300

450

300

500

550

800

800

450

450

 

 

 

+150

+150

-

+250

+150

+200

+200

On Fabric

+400

+100

+100

 

SIMPLE LINING

 

BOTTOMS ONLY

Per Panel  Pair  -  100

Per T ier            -  100

WWW.STUDIOSURMAYI.COM



Price List
PARTY WEAR

LEHENGA skirt  (unst i tched)*#

LEHENGA (Semist i tched)*#

GOWNS*#

LEHENGA (with Dupatta)*#

DESIGNER GOWN

DESIGNER DRESSES

DESIGNER SAREE

REFURBISHED OUTFITS

Starts  1500

Starts  600

Starts  2500

Starts  3500

Price On Request

Pr ice On Request

Pr ice On Request

 

WWW.STUDIOSURMAYI.COM

*Lining (astar) Fabric/Trims/Latkans Not Included

# Without CANCAN prices will reduce by 300.



TOP

DRESS

MAXI  DRESS

SHRUG

KURTA WITH SHRUG

SHIRT

JUMPSUIT

ROMPER

FROCK

SKIRT

LAHENGGA SKIRT

250

250

300

250

450

300

350

300

350

200

600

+150

+150

+150

+150

+150

+150

+150

+150

+150

ADD

ADD

SIMPLE LINING

WWW.STUDIOSURMAYI.COM

Price List
GIRL KIDS SECTION (0-10 Years)

*Lining (astar) Fabric/Trims/Latkans Not Included
#Stitching Price of lining depends on number of Layers.



LACES

LATKAN

TASSLES (Cotton Thread)

SAREE FALL

HANDMADE TRIMS

DESIGNER TRIMS

  

TRIMS

Price List

Price on Request

Pr ice On Request

5 per  piece

100 

Pr ice On Request

Pr ice On Request

WWW.STUDIOSURMAYI.COM



1. All the alterations needs to be rectified within 15 Days of

delivery. 

No alteration will be entertained post that unless notified in advance

with relevant reasons.

2. Measurement needs to be revised every 2 Months. No requests to

make products on older measurements will be entertained.

3. You can make changes in the designs with 24 Hours of the order

placed.

4. Design once decided and delivered will not be changed. 

5. Please collect your order within 15 Days after Delivery Date. We do

not take responsibility of your order after that whatsoever.

6. Trims like laces, buttons, latkans, fabrics, are not included in the

basic prices of stitching.

7. Cost vary as per the design. 

8. We might ask for pictures of you wearing the product to indicate the

problem areas.

9. Products on sale cannot be exchanged.

10. In Custom made design there will be  NO RETURN -NO

EXCHANGE.

 

Terms & Conditions
NOTE: We only cater to 1 free alteration in a garment stitched
by us. If any changes are required by the customer after 1st

alteration will be chargeable.
( To avoid  extra charges confirm all alteration point at 1st time

only)

Design Consultation from the Designer is chargeable.



Terms & Conditions
ORDER:

1. Appointments /Pick-ups are generally done between 10am-6pm (Mon-Sun)

THURSDAY OFF

2. Charges are non-negotiable

3. Estimated cost may vary, amount mentioned on the invoice will be considered the

final payable amount

4. For Booking stitching service in store Fabric. 100% payment of material is Must.

5. If service amount exceeds ₹1000- 50% of bill amount is payable.

6. An Alteration order(i.e. An alteration as an order by customer) will not qualify for a

free alteration by us.

.7.We do not undertake free of cost cancellation after order is placed. 

8. Customers are requested to sign the order form with design and preferences

mentioned on it as agreed design and preference

9. Once your order has gone into production any change in design not mentioned and

agreed by you on order form will result in alteration charge to be paid by you.

10.Customers are required to provide their best fit garment similar to the garment to

be made to ascertain the fit required by you with signature confirming same.

11.Slight differences in shading of a product of the same fabric (due to variations in

the dying process) are possible

12.Since your garment is handmade and not machine-made, slight variations in the fit

of two finished garments produced with the same body measurements may occur, but

are generally not noticeable

13.Off cuts will be thrown away or recycled unless the client requests to keep them

14. Studio Surmayi does not keep customer garments for more than 30 days due to

non payment/partial payment. Any garment pending for more than 30 days for non

payment/partial payment will be donated to a charity. 

15. No cash refunds – Refunds are made in form of Credit Notes/Credit Voucher/Or In

Form Of Credit Money: Which is only redeemable with Studio Surmayi.

16. Cancellation or refunds are processed within 15 Days from the date of

cancellation acceptance

17. All orders placed with Studio Surmayi subject to terms of conditions of the

organisations.

18. We take pictures of all the designs made by us and we have full copyright to use

them for our promotions/social media.



Terms & Conditions
DELIVERY:

 1.Standard delivery time is 7-10  working days.it may vary depending

on various circumstances (Not applicable on bulk orders.

 2. Delivery Date of an order is calculated from the date customer

makes payment and not necessarily the date order was Placed on.

3. Urgent Delivery Requests are Chargeable.

Alterations:

 1. You should report your fitting issues within 7 days from the date

of delivering your order by sending a msg to 9122302228 or

contacting us at 09122302228

 2. If the fit of your garment is not per agreed specification, we’ll

alter the garment

 3.. We offer no refunds in any case, as we sell custom-made

products. According to international law, as we cannot reuse or resell

the product (the item having been especially made for the individual

according to their custom design), there is no resale value, and thus we

are not required to accept returns.

 4.. Prices for our service/product are subject to change without

notice. We reserve the right at any time to modify or discontinue the

Service (or any part or content thereof) without notice at any time. We

shall not be liable to you or to any third-party for any modification, price

change, suspension or discontinuance of products or the Service.

 5. Any order that you place shall be subject to the restrictions and

limitations not limited to, product availability and serviceable areas

only.



WWW.STUDIOSURMAYI.COM

FOLLOW US ON

91223 02228

FIRST & SECOND FLOOR, MAURYA TOWER

CINEMA ROAD, HAJIPUR (Beside SBI Main Branch)

BIHAR- 844101


